The Convention of the U.W., furnished a clear picture of the program, tactics and results of the militant Rank & File leadership and movement against the do-nothing, gain-nothing program of the reactionary Ryan machine, an important cog in the official machine of the I.W.W.

In terms of the two policies presented at the Convention one went all the way for the Rank & File and was offered by the West Coast delegation and the other was nothing but the bureaucracy of Joseph P. Ryan which, in plain ordinary language, means -- the Ryan policy was a policy of class cooperation and the West Coast policy is one of class struggle.

The Pacific Coast delegation traveled to New York, the largest seaport in America, not only with a program but with proof of the results of that program, enforced by a general coast-wide strike of maritime workers, whose initiative and energies had been unleashed by a Rank and File leadership which broke the choking grip of the bureaucracy on the membership, a leadership that organized the Bay Counties General Strike, brought the shipowners to their knees, and gave new hope, courage and consciousness to the entire labor movement in S.F. and on the Pacific Coast. Among these trophies are the 6-hour day; time and one-half for all over time; 95 cents an hour for longshoremen; control of hiring; for longshore work by the union; the reduction of sling loads in handling cargo. In addition to this there is the unquestionable fact that the Coast-wide maritime strike, climax by the Bay Counties General strike, and the unerring (Continued on Page #2, Column #1)
support accorded the union by the West Coast longshoremen, were the major factors in bringing about the reorganization of the I.S.W.O. of A. and its recognition by the shipping companies on both the East, West and Gulf Coasts. To a large extent this statement holds good for all the smaller maritime unions.

But the packed Convention and Ryan himself were compelled, in order to move, contact and bolster up fading influence with the Bank and File of the local unions to endorse the left wing proposal for a uniform agreement, expiring on the same date, for all ports including the Great Lakes. In addition to this there is growing, in spite of the Ryan, Green censorship and sabotage, the knowledge of what West Coast leadership has accomplished for all and within the membership, and how these results were obtained — by united front action and determined mass struggle, by completely freeing the longshoremen from the domination of employers and their agents — a strong determination to bring conditions in the other ports up to the San Francisco and West Coast standard.

This is the first time for years that left wing leadership of a powerful section of a decisive international union has come into a convention with a program and achievements that forced the official leadership into a defensive position. This is the most important fact in connection with the I.S.W.O. Convention.

In order to build a national uniform agreement, firm unity and solidarity must be established between the East Gulf and West Coasts. This can be done by building strong Rank and File groups in every local on the respective Coasts. Every ship sailing Coast-wise and inter-coastal must be loaded down with "Voice of the Federation," and other "Rank & File" publications. Rank and File correspondence must be built up between the Coasts.

Through the Federation Voice and thru Rank & File correspondence the membership in different parts of the country can keep informed and know exactly what maneuvers the labor misleaders, with the help of the shippiers, will undertake.

Therefore the West Coast longshoremen have so much better conditions than the East or Gulf Coasts, that we will have to fight hard to keep them and by fighting for our conditions we will strengthen our position and at the same time help all Coast, brothers and all maritime union members to better their conditions.

We have solidarity and unity on the West Coast and in order to hold what we have gained the other coasts must come up to our standard and we can help them in doing this. By helping them to help ourselves & strengthening ourselves. We cannot accept the scabby attitude of Pedro Pete who said, "I voted to handle same cargo because the workers in Vancouver worked during our strike last summer."

WRITE FOR THE WATERFRONT WORKER
CONSERVATIVE LEADER VOICES TWO OPINIONS
BUT OPPOSES INTERESTS OF RANK & FILE

Fred Frater, "the conservative leader," says, "I'm for a radio broadcast if it could be a nation-wide hook-up," but KNITW's only a small station and it is not a very good idea anyway. Furthermore, who wants to listen to an 11-minute broadcast, the shipwrights don't. Because they have already stopped the Burgmen.

PEDRO PAYES-LEWIS PLUNGE DOOR LOCKED
NO MOST BACK DOOR ENTRANCE TO 38-44 HALL

Pedro Pete and his pal Lewis have been going up the back entrance of the old Blue Book hall which is now the Burgman's hall. The Blue Book boys use to drop a sneak up there during the strike. Pete and Bill would slide up there occasionally to help Burgman dope out a way to separate the workmen from the union and give the local over to Mike Casey but the door is to be malledotted now and no wonder if these 2 hot-air artists will dare use the main entrance.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN ----

The first Committee of 5 and 8 was elected, before the strike, and after the first meeting with the shipwrights they reported back that the shipwrights weren't a bad bunch of fellows...

Paddy Morris gave a radical talk during the strike and said "He had dreamed about the Marine Federation for forty years," after he had the members in the right frame of mind he offered a proposal that we return to work and leave out the sailors...

Mr. Martin stated from the floor of the meeting that the Waterfront Worker and the shipwrights had the same program.

When the bosses had to steal rope to make slings to hold their jobs...

BOYCOTT THE HEARST PAPERS
DO YOU KNOW —

Mr. Randolph Hearst only inherited $7,000,000 from his fond father?

A certain Mr. Fenz, the editor of the "Federationist," a paper put out by Vandervell and Scharrenburg, when he worked for Hearst put the finger on many writers who joined the Newspaper Guild and he himself declared he would never join a c-r-a-w union?

Mv. days after Gov. Young desired a pardon for Tom Mooney (July 9, 1935) Paul Scharrenburg, Mike Casey & Co. endorsed Young for Governor?

Book-making and other forms of gambling is illegal in the city of S.F.—at least so City-Attorney O'Farrell says?

"Brother" Paul Scharrenburg was kicked out of the Sailors Union of the Pacific with a membership of 1730 and was admitted to the Office Workers Union at a meeting where 6 were present including the officials, the vote for admission was 4 for and 2 against?

That the guys publishing the "New Waterfront Worker" are members of Local 36-76. You would be surprised to hear some of the names, too—second thought maybe you wouldn't?

Joseph F. Ryan, I.L.A. president, on July 18, 1935 loudly praised Mayor Rossi whose police killed 2 men during the waterfront strike, one of them an I.L.A. member.

That twice Mike Casey, President of Teamsters, has been defeated at the polls for re-election but each time he has managed to deposit the ballots at the Hillmanila bank over mail and by some mysterious method the "votes" on the ballots all became "aye"?

Hearst will be on trial on July 31st at the Building Trades Temple, 6 o'clock. You should be there.

Planagan, the secretary of the warehousemen is trying to tear Local 38-44 away from the I.L.A. and affiliate with the Teamsters!

During the arbitration the shippers did not argue over the point whether or not they were able to pay higher wages—they argued—what is a fair wage?...

SCHARRENBURG TO SPEAK AT COPS CONVENTION

The July 15th issue of the East Bay Labor Journal, boasted that Scharrenburg who was recently ousted from the T.S.U. for finkery activities, will be one of the main speakers at a meeting of the California Peace Officers' Assoc. to be held in Oakland on Aug. 2nd. Scharrenburg will address these murderers of union men on the subject of "violence?"

DON'T FORGET OUR BROTHER IN S.F. QUENTIN MAKE IT YOUR DUTY TO VISIT THEM AND WRITE TO THEM. LET'S NOT FORGET

"IN MEMORY—"

"In solemn, silent parade
We'll let you know—
Sperry—Countensards—
You've given your lives
For our cause.
Brothers, WE'RE CARRYING ON!
Remember—
You have not died in vain.

We've made some gains—
we'll keep 'em.
We'll build our unions—
We'll build our Federation—
And, boys,
We'll show the Shippers
The Industrial Association
The stockies
The rats
The Silver
The Scharrenburgs
The Locals, Petroscons, Ryans WE'RE OUT TO WIN!"

That's all we'll say—
Hohard—Nick
You've made the trip
From dust to dust; Others, too, may come and go But, we're out to win; And we're millions, And they're few— The cards are stacked, boys, We can't lose.
So up with your chests The rest of you guys, OURS is the labor That built this world And O'FARRELL has the right To enjoy this world.

P.O. Box 1155, S.F.

** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

BOSS VISITS PLANT ON PERMIT ISSUED BY STRIKE CHEIFS

DETOIT-(AP) When Exec. Vice-President N. H. Knudson of General Motors Corp. wanted to enter the struck Chevrolet transmission plant at Toledo, he discovered that he had to get the permission of the strike committee.

They grandiosely gave him permission with a "guard of honor" to escort him and make him feel "at home."

"You know," comments the Detroit Labor News, "when a man has a crew of flunkies and yesmen around him at work, and trips over attentive servants clouting up the place at home, he sort of feels lonesome when he is all alone."

"So Knudson visited the plant accompanied by a committee of union men, who served as guides, pointing out the interesting parts of the plant—showing where the sweat of underpaid individuals creates the wealth which buys him his expensive automobiles (not Chevrolet), horses, criuses, clothes, cigar, etc."
Let's try to help those who need it most. 

It's true that many people are suffering due to the current economic situation. The government has been working hard to provide relief to those in need. However, it's important for us to also do our part.

Some of the steps we can take include:

1. **Helping those who are unemployed:** If you have the resources, consider hiring someone who is out of work.
2. **Donating to charities:** There are many organizations that are working to help those in need. Consider donating to one of these.
3. **Volunteering:** Many organizations need volunteers to help distribute food and other necessities.

Let's work together to make a difference.
LONG EVIL PACKS ROD
STILL A STARK TO UNION MEN

Dear Ed:

Please print these few words in your paper from a good Union Man and against
dogs on the beach.

Shame on this Fink the long leagued
Pink. Emil Larson is his name.

Keps in his pocket a pot because he
knows he's a Rat. But still he has
no shame.

United we will stand till we get rid
of this Man, known as the scabby big
Papa.

No real man on the front will talk to
this shank. They know a Rat has a
small brain.

Keep this up in your I.L.A. book. Keep
away from this crook, for strike-
breaking is his real game.

An Anti-Shank

HEART TO STUD TRAIL
TELEGRAM INVITING HEART TO BE PRESENT

The following telegram was dispatched
by the American League for War and Peace.

Robert Randolph Hearst
San Simeon, California

Our organization will place you on
trial before the people of San Francisco
on July 1st. You will be charged as a
war maker and a Fascist. Evidence will
be presented from your forty year record
of pandering to racial hatreds and prej-
dices which practice had in the past
fomented war with Spain and Mexico and
side threats to involve this country in
another costly conflict. Your pre-
current appeal under the false slogan of
Americanism will sail successful culminate
in a Fascist regime. We will expose
your framming of a New Declaration of
Independence in conjunction with fifty-six
fascists, militarists, and politicians
which reads like a Fascist manifesto.
You are invited to be present in your
own defense or send a representative.

(Signed) The American League Against War
And Fascism.

WRITE TO THE WATERFRONT WORKER
P.O. BOX 1158 S.F.
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LAUNDRY WORKERS STAND READY
TO HELP WATERFRONT UNIONS
BELIEVE IN SOLIDARITY

Dear Editor:

I have read the Waterfront Worker
many times and know it to be a Rank and
file paper so as a laundry worker I am
writing you a short letter.

Just before the July 5th demonstra-
tion on the waterfront in memory of the
2 workers who were killed a speaker
from the I.L.A., your secretary Fred
Potter, spoke before our meeting but he
gave such a weak know[n] speech and as he
did not even ask for us to participate
in the demonstration we did not know
what to do, although the membership
wanted to declare their solidarity with the
fighting unions of the waterfront. As a
Rank and Filer I will say the the mem-
bership of the laundry workers are be-
hind the waterfront unions 100 percent.

A Girl Laundry Worker

MAKE SAN FRANCISCO A UNION TOWN

SALESIAN PUNCHED FOR SELLING PAPERS
SHIPWRIGHTS PLAN TO STOP SALES AT

Editor N.W.

The shipowners and Hearst desperate
at the solid front presented by the mar-
ine unions and the boycott of Hearst
publications are just preparing for a
drive against organized labor on the
West Coast.

Their first move was to tell the
Saldanha on the corner of Commercial and
Embarcadero to get a permit to sell on
the Embacadero. He went to the Harbor
Commission and by Monday had received no
answer. So he moved to Market and Stau-
art Sts. "Off the Embacadero." The
Polw punched him. He is now out under
$10 fine.

The shipowners and Hearst know the
influence the Waterfront Worker and other
left paper and Rank and File papers
have. So we have decided to stay here
off the front.

The above facts, together with Saldan-
ha having been taken into the off-
shore boat union as us to keep his
seat on the S.F. Labor Council, the
radio programs and newspaper attacks on
the I.L.A. by the shipowners points
clearly to the need for working class
papers now more than ever before.

Side of working class papers must be
permitted on the front.

A Uniter
THE RESTROOM FOR STEVEDORES ON PIER 41.

LAVATORY NOT FIT FOR A ROG WALKER.

Editor, Waterfront Worker:

Some time ago, I paid a visit to Pier 41 to welcome some of my friends who came back from Europe. While waiting for them, I had to go to the lavatory which is located on the Pier. My surprise was a shocking one; it was all out with restrooms like the one I saw on said pier. These stenographers who do very useful work must have a strong constitution, as I have had a cold on my kidneys for a week, and I must not be the restroom a brooder of illness.

A Visitor.
HEARST ON TRIAL. STRIKE-BREAKER, SCAB-HERDER, WAR-MAKER FACES BAR OF JUSTICE.
CROWDED COURTROOM EXPECTED. BOYCOTT VERDICT TO BE ASKED FOR.

At 8 P.M., July 31st the bailiff’s gavel will descend and the sensational and dramatic trial of William Randolph Hearst will open, at the Building Trades Temple, 14th and Guerrero Streets.

A mass of evidence has been secured and will be presented to prove that Hearst is a Fascist and War-Maker.

Hearst has a long anti-public record. Starting with his Spanish War activities and his twenty year attempt to force the U.S. into War with Japan down to his present day activities in using high government officials, paid-road derelicts, ex-convicts and liars in slandering Soviet Russia and openly calling for war upon the Workers’ Rutherford. Hearst has connections with Hitler in terror-ridden Germany and his connections with other fascist leaders will be revealed in the trial proceedings.

At the height of Hearst’s “Buy American” campaign, he was buying his newspaper in Canada and his anti-union stand in firing Guild members from his editorial room is known to all.

His country-wide fight against Rank and File Control of organized labor and his recent pact with forty-six film stars and militarians will be brought to add to the evidence on the Fascist charge.

It is hardly necessary to point out that under the slogan of “Americanism” Hearst carried on a vicious and slanderous campaign against organized labor.

During the Maritime strike of last year Hearst recalled his chief general counsel, John Francis Noylan from his vacation in Hawaii to direct and lead the general attack against the striking maritime workers.

And in his palatial home in Woodside (near Palo Alto) Noylan gathered his cronies and lieutenants where the program of attack was drawn up.

Professor Charles Beard has said, “There is not a part of the cosmos of vice and crime that Hearst has not racketed and exploited for money making purposes. Not one person with intellectual honesty or moral integrity will touch him with a ten-foot pole.”

Hearst’s defending attorneys will be given an allotted time to prove to the jury, of which YOU are a part, that Hearst is exactly what he thinks he is “another Savior of his country” and that forty or fifty unemployed starving workers are jealous of the fortunes Hearst and a few other frugal millionaires have acquired by saving, scraping and hard-work.

The prosecutor will sum up the evidence submitted, the judge will give charge to the jury, which will be composed of the entire audience of which you will be a part.

A verdict in the nature of an unanimous vote for a boycott of Hearst & Hearst advertisers is expected.

HEARST ON TRIAL - JULY 31ST - BUILDING TRADES TEMPLE